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Abstract. We introduce a procedure for calibrated multi camera setups
in which observed persons within a realistic and, thus, difficult surrounding are determined as foreground in image sequences via a fully automatic
purely data driven segmentation.
In order to gain an optimal separation of fore- and background for each
frame in terms of Expectation Maximization (EM), an algorithm is proposed which utilizes a combination of geometrical constraints of the scene
and, additionally, temporal constraints for a optimization over the entire
sequence to estimate the background. This background information is
then used to determine accurate silhouettes of the foreground.
We demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach based on a qualitative
data analysis and compare it to other state of the art approaches.
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Introduction

Image based analysis of movements of gymnasts during their exercises at World
Championships is a challenging goal for many applications, e.g. automatic judgement of the performances, objective comparisions between rivals, evaluation of
training improvement, and visualization possiblilities during television broadcast. Markerless pure image based pose and movement analysis is highly desireable in the above mentioned scenarios. Unfortunately, in realistic scenarios,
the image data of the gymnasts is affected by a lot of surrounding noise, e.g.
movement of spectators and judges and changing lighting conditions which do
not appear in laboratory like environments. Additionally, the recorded sequences
are usually short and the distracting background in the recordings is often not
exactly known a priori because of a possible permanently changing environment
with potential occlusions and other disturbances. Thus, algorithms have to be
developed which can cope with the above mentioned influences by identifying
and removing the perturbances to allow for precise results in later steps.
Markerless video based human motion capture is an extensively studied area
of interest. Many approaches try to reconstruct the 3d pose of the observed
humans with monocular [1], stereo [2], multi view [3] or multi view stereo setups
[4]. Different approaches are used to segment humans in the image data. One
?
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idea is to separate fore- and background by differencing over time [3, 5]. Another
idea is to use the color coherence of the surrounding with [6] or without an
explicit human model [7].
In case of image differencing, the fore- and background is usually modeled
by Codebooks [8] or statistically with e.g. Gaussian Mixture Modells (GMM) [9]
and EM update schemes, where the discrimination between fore- and background
depends on temporal thresholds [10]. This can be extended by the integration
of topological knowledge via graphcuts to estimate nonstationary backgrounds
as presented in [11, 12]. In [13] a method has been proposed which exploits geometrical constraints in terms of disparity maps of stereo setups to cope e.g. with
lighting influences in surveillance tasks. To overcome problems with non-moving
foreground objects and moving backgrounds [14] proposed a method which replaces temporal thresholds by utilizing the geometric constraints of multi camera setups for foreground/background adaption and probabilistic segmentation.
When using multi camera setups, the information of all cameras is usually utilized to create a probabilistic 3d reconstruction [15–17] for further analysis of
the surface and pose of observed objects or humans.

2

Contribution

The main focus of this paper is on segmentation of gymnasts in short image
sequences in realistic, often cluttered and uncontrolled environments with partially moving backgrounds using a multi camera setup. Although usual foreground/background segmentation algorithms often produce artifacts due to disturbances of the surrounding, Feldmann et al. showed in [14] that by using
geometric constraints this approach leads to proper segmentation results.
The approach in [14] needs empty background images of the scene during
intialization. Perfect empty background images are not available in many cases
in environments where gymnasts usually perform their exercises. Thus, our approach is motivated by the idea of spatio-temporal optimization to examine if
it is possible to determine per frame optimal fore- and background models by
examining all frames of given video sequences back and forth in time. We show
that this is possible given a) a roughly matching background image, e.g. created
by the approach in [11], b) an image sequence including the foreground and c)
geometric constraints regarding to the reconstruction area (cf. Fig. 1).

Input

Proposed Method

Coarse background model with errors
Multi camera image sequence
Geometric constraints

Spatio−Temporal
Optimization

Output
Optimal background model per frame
Optimal foreground silhouette per frame

Fig. 1. Input data, proposed optimization method and output data.
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We demonstrate that our approach leads to improved silhouettes in which
on the one hand wrongly classified foreground will be removed, and on the other
hand erroneous silhouette holes have a chance to get closed by learning better
differentiation models.

3

Spatio-Temporal Optimization

Spatio-temporal optimization for foreground segmentation is based on an idea
of two nested loops. The idea of the first loop is: First, foreground in image data
is used to generate a 3d reconstruction; Second, the 3d reconstruction leads the
approach to identify foreground in other images. While operating the first loop,
knowledge about the fore- and background can be accumulated. If the input
data at the beginning does not fit well, this first loop alone gives only mediocre
results. Now the second closed loop comes into play: Roll the first loop back and
forth in time to aquire knowledge of the past and the future and try to optimize
the solution for each frame and all camera views. In contrary to the common
use of temporal constraints, where time is used to detect changes and label it as
foreground, in our approach time is additionally used to describe the context of
the background over time.
Several building blocks are needed for the inner loop. First of all, models
for the representation of fore- and background (cf. section 3.1) are necessary.
Furthermore, a strategy is needed to update these models. Hence, a link has to be
found, to geometrically distinguish foreground and background (cf. section 3.2).
Finally, temporal coherence has to be used for the outer loop, to integrate all
other building blocks in a reasonable manner (cf. section 3.3).
3.1

Fore- and Background Models

We introduce the random variable F ∈ {0, 1} to decide, whether a pixel at a
given time t is fore- (F = 1) or background (F = 0). Given a color value c, the
probability distributions p(c|F = 1) and p(c|F = 0) are used to model fore- and
background color distributions which are used to infer the conditional probability
P (F = 1|c) that an observation of the color c belongs to the foreground.
The foreground segment of the image sequence is modeled by a per frame
Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) with the gaussian density function η(c, µ, Σ)
where c is a color value and µk and Σ k are mean and variance of the k th
component of the mixture (cf. eq. 1).
p(c|F = 1) = (1 − PNF )

K
X

ω k η(c, µk , Σ k ) +PNF

k=1

|
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unknown fg

Additionally, a weight ω k for each component is introduced. Assuming, that the
pixels of the foreground segment are known, the k-means algorithm is used to
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partition the foreground colors and to derive mean, variance and weight of the
components. Unless the foreground may change very fast due to new foreground
objects, and the color distribution is, thus, unknown, two new variables will be
introduced. 1. The probability of new foreground: PNF which couples already
learned and new unknown foreground. 2. The distribution of new colors, which
are distributed uniformly: U(c). This foreground model is updated continuously
by clustering the foreground colors during consecutive frames of the sequence.
To model the background we again use a GMMs with a gaussian density
function η(c, µ, Σ), where µk,d
and Σ k,d
are mean and variance of the dth color
t
t
d
channel with d ∈ {1, 2, 3}, ct is the current color and k is the gaussian component
of the mixture to model the color distribution of the image background. Each
component has an additional weight ωtk (cf. eq. 2). Since we have a static camera
setup, we model the color distribution (in contrast to the foreground) of each
pixel position as a separate GMM.
The model is extended by a directly integrated shadow and highlight model to
be independent from illumination changes, where St ∈ {0, 1} models the change
of the illumination (cf. eq. 2).
The background color model and the highlight/shadow model are used to
compose the complete background model. Both parts of the model are coupled by
the probability of shadow PS which we set to PS = 21 . The complete background
model is, hence, defined by

p(ct |Ft = 0) = (1 − PS )

K
X

ωtk η(ct , µkt , Σ kt ) +PS

k=1

|

K
X

ωtk p(ct |Stk = 1) .

(2)

k=1
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}

shadow/highlight model

The highlight/shadow model is built analogously to the background color
model. The weightings of the color model are reused for the components of
the shadow model. The definition of highlights and shadows is performed in
the YUV colorspace. The luminance ratio λ is calculated in the Y channel by
c1t
λ = YYBt = µk,1
and then using simple thresholds of the luminance ratio with
t
τS < 1 for shadows and τH > 1 for highlights. The density of a certain component
k of the highlight/shadow model is then defined by

p(ct |Stk

= 1) =




1
(τH −τS )µk,1
t

0

Q

k,d

η(cdt , µ0 t , Σtk,d )

if τS ≤ λkt ≤ τH

d=2,3

,

(3)

else

where (τ −τ1 )µk,1 is a scale factor to achieve the density’s integration to be 1.
H
S
t
The background model needs to be updated in case of changes. Assuming
that we are able to identify regions which are definitely not foreground and
differ from the background model (cf. section 3.2), the GMMs of the associated
locations have to be updated. The update process is done continuously over time
by utilizing the online Expectation Maximization (EM) approach from [10].
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3d Reconstruction by Probabilistic Fusion

As stated in section 3.1, a method is needed to identify the foreground in camera
images. We think methods exploiting the strong prior of geometric coherence
should be used in case of multiple views. Thus, we use the already estimated foreand background models and infer a probabilistic voxel reconstruction analogue
to [16]. This means that the space between all cameras is discretized into a 3d
voxel space. For each voxel V ∈ {0, 1}, the probability of occupation is infered
by using a shape from silhouette approach based on the probabilities of fore- and
background in each camera image. The probabilistic approach helps to overcome
problems caused by misclassified pixels in certain camera images. The causal
chain of voxel reconstruction is given by V → Fn → Cn where Fn is the random
variable of foreground in nth view and Cn the random variable of a pixel’s color in
nth view. The causal chain implies that the voxels have to be projected into the
images for voxel reconstruction in order to determine whether they are occupied
by foreground or not. For simplification of the following steps, we assume that
a voxel projects to exactly one pixel.
To model errors, which might apear during reconstruction, additional probabilities are introduced for the probabilistic reconstruction. The probability,
whether a voxel is occupied or not is initially set to P (V) = 12 . Furthermore,
three erroneous cases are considered.
First case: The voxel should be occupied, but is erroneously not. This probability of a detection failure PDF is caused by an erronously classified background
in camera n, i.e. V: P (Fn = 0|V = 1). Second case: The voxel should not be occupied, but is erroneously occupied. This probability of a false alarm PFA is caused
by an erronously classified foreground in camera n, i.e. V: P (Fn = 1|V = 0).
Third case: The voxel should not be occupied, but is erroneously occupied because another voxel on the same line of sight is occupied. This is defined as the
probability PO of an obstruction.
The conditional probability of foreground of an unoccupied voxel is, hence,
V: P (Fn = 1|V = 0) = PO (1 − PDF ) + (1 − PO )PFA and of background of an
unoccupied voxel it is V: P (Fn = 0|V = 0) = 1 − [PO (1 − PDF ) + (1 − PO )PFA ].
The voxel occupation can now be marginalized (c.f. [14] for more details)
over the unknown variables Fn by observing the colors c1 , . . . , cN at the corresponding pixels in the images of the cameras 1, . . . , N by calculating
P (V = 1|c1 , . . . , cN ) =
N
Q

P

P (Fn = f |V = 1)p(cn |Fn = f )

n=1 f ∈{0,1}

P

N
Q

P

.

(4)

P (Fn = f |V = v)p(cn |Fn = f )

v∈{0,1} n=1 f ∈{0,1}

The resulting voxel reconstruction is then used to identify fore- and background segments in the camera images in the next model update step (c.f. 3.1).
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Integrating Iterations

The proposed method needs a rough initialization of the background model.
Hence, an image with a somewhat similar content is used for initialization. The
foreground model is initially distributed equally.
After the initialization phase, the iteration phase starts. The idea is derived
from a global bundle adjustment. Other than in a bundle adjustment, the iterations in this approach are bound to the constraints predefined by the continuity
of time. Hence the optimization can not be done by skipping in between different time steps, but only by running along the image sequence (forward and
backward). Each eradication of one direction is defined as to be one iteration
step. The following five consecutive steps are executed in each iteration as long
as additional images in this direction are available:
1. Use the current foreground and background model and the current images
to calculate a 3d reconstruction by probabilistic fusion (cf. subsection 3.2).
2. Project the probabilistic reconstruction into each camera image to generate
foreground masks.
3. Use the thresholded, inverted foreground mask to update the background
(cf. subsections 3.1-3.1) at positions far from the foreground.
4. Use the current foreground and background model and the current images
to calculate a probabilistic segmentation.
5. Use a logical AND operation on the segmentation result and the probabilistic projection to generate a mask to learn the current foreground in the
foreground model (cf. subsection 3.1).
The iterations are repeated until the number of pixels in each camera image
reach a stable state, i.e. the absolute difference of the number of foreground
pixels of two consecutive iterations is smaller than a given epsilon. We define a
state to be stable if 99.99% of the pixels do not change any more between two
consecutive steps.

4

Evaluation

In a first step, we evaluated the algorithm qualitatively on a series of 200 sequences recorded in a gym. A gymnast is performing exercises, e.g. back handsprings along the floor mat, while others inside the same room take care of the
recordings. We used a static calibrated camera system with seven VGA cameras
which were set up in a circle like configuration. We present the results on the
images of one randomly chosen recording with 204 images per camera. We show
the first frame of the camera 4 with the most disturbances to demonstrate the
effectiveness of our algorithm.
In Fig. 2 the gymnast can be seen in the foreground of the scene. Additionally,
the image for background initialization is shown which was used to generate
the initial background model. Please note that the background in the first two
images differs in many details because the background image was taken after the
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Fig. 2. Images of camera 4, from left to right: 1. First image of scene with gymnast
(foreground), 2. Input background image recorded earlier, 3. Automatically generated
most probable background.

Fig. 3. First image of test sequence, from left to right: 1. Difference between input foreand background images (binary threshold), 2. Proposed algorithm after one iteration
without spatio-temporal optimization (gray values correspond to infered probabilities),
3. Result of proposed algorithm with spatio-temporal optimization after two iterations.

recordings. However, these errors do not compromise our algorithm. To show this,
we present the automatically generated most probable background generated
automatically by our algorithm after two iterations as the third image of Fig. 2.
Please note the shadows on the floor, which are mostly probable in the first
frame due to the temporal constraints and the shadow model of our approach.
The results of the foreground segmentation are presented in Fig. 3. The
leftmost image shows a simple binarized difference between the first and second
image of Fig. 2. All changes between the input images now become obvious. In
the second image, we present the results of our algorithm, after one iteration.
It is visible that many artifacts still appear even though the result is much
better than the simple differencing. The third image finally shows the results
of the proposed algorithm. It is obvious that the gymnast has been identified
very precisely as foreground and all previous artifacts have been removed. The
second and third images contain gray values which correspond directly to the
probability of the pixel to be foreground scaled between 0 . . . 255.
Holes in the silhouette of the foreground (Fig. 3, left) could be closed in
many cases with our approach. The data driven hole closing is possible, because
by identifing the foreground utilizing the geometrical and temporal constraints,
the color distributions of fore- and background could be learned more precisely
over time. Unfortunately, there are still locations where the background looks
exactly like the foreground. In these cases, our purely data driven approach has
no knowledge about higher level information, like connected components etc. and
thus, has no chance to close such holes (even though this could be done in an
additional post processing step). We decided to present the results of the second
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Number of foreground pixels

9000
8000
7000
6000
5000
4000
3000
2000
1000
1

10
Number of iterations using logarithmic scale

100

Fig. 4. On the gymnast sequence, the proposed algorithm obtains a stable state after
two iterations (sharp bend at iteration 2).

Cam 2, Iteration 1

Cam 2, Iteration 6

Cam 7, Iteration 1

Cam 7, Iteration 6

Fig. 5. Example silhouettes from camera 2 and 7 at first and sixth iteration to reason
decreasing and increasing foreground pixels during iterations (cf. Fig. 4). Camera 2:
Erroneous foreground gets removed. Camera 7: Silhouette holes are getting closed.

iteration firsthand, because we found the algorithm to reach a stable state very
fast after two iterations in all seven cameras as it can be seen in Fig. 4.
Pixels with a probability higher than 75% have been counted as foreground.
Two cases of optimizations can be seen in the plot. The first case is a drastical
reduction of false positives pixels e.g. in camera 2 (cf. Fig. 5, left two images)
due to background changes which our method removes almost completely within
2 iterations. The contrary case is the removal of false negatives, e.g. in camera 7
(cf. Fig. 5, two images on the right), where due to ambiguities a lot of foreground
pixels have been erroneously labeled as background initially. After only a few
iterations, the proposed method is able to learn better models and is hence able
to identify the foreground more correctly.
In a second evaluation we compared our algorithm with the approaches of [8]
and [10]. The results of random frames of a randomly selected camera 3 can be
seen in Fig 6. It is obvious that the proposed algorithm outperforms the other
approaches regarding the foreground silhouette extraction in difficult scenarios.
The algorithm of [8] is not able to adopt over time in a meaningful manner. The
algorithm of [10] is able to cope with the intially wrong backgrounds but also
learns the correct foreground into the background model. Thus, in contrast to
the proposed approach, only fast motions can be segmented as expected and motions of persons in the background result in additional unintentional foreground
segments.
Summing up we were able to show, that the presented approach works reliable
in realistic, difficult scenarios and is able to greatly enhance the segmentation
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results over time. Compared to state of the art approaches, we found that only
our algorithm gains satisfying results in such realistic but difficult scenarios. For
scientific purposes and better verifiability, we provide two demo sequences and
an implementation of the algorithm at http://human.informatik.kit.edu.

Codebook [8], Frame 1

GMM [10], Frame 1

Own approach, Frame 1

Codebook [8], Frame 100

GMM [10], Frame 100

Own approach, Frame 100

Fig. 6. Top row: Results of frame 1. Bottom row: Results of frame 100. From left to
right: Results of the algorithm of [8], [10] and the results of our own approach.

5

Conclusion

We presented a fully automatic approach to segment fore- and background in
recorded video sequences by using a calibrated environments instead of artificial laboratory environments. In contrast to other approaches, our method is
completely data driven and does neither make assumptions about homogenous
backgrounds which are often not the case, nor does it need an explicit model
of humans, no matter if these are shape models or kinematic and/or volumetric models. Hence, our approach could also be used for silhouette extraction in
similar scenarios with objects inside a camera volume where no explicit model
of the observed object is available.
We combined spatial constraints defined by the camera setup and temporal
constraints in our approach. We were able to show that better background models
could be learned with our approach and that we can find a stable state very fast
after only a few iterations as well as it leads to locally optimal results in the
sense of EM.
We tested the algorithm on over 200 sequences and found it to produce very
good results in foreground segmentation as shown in an exemplary qualitative
data analysis. We found the proposed approach to significantly improve the
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segmentation results. Additionally, the presented approach gains better results
as state of the art algorithms in realistic scenarios. We think, that our approach
should be, thus, prefered in multi camera setups recording realistic video footage.
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